There has recently been much progress on exact algorithms for the (un)weighted graph (bi)partitioning problem using branch-and-bound and related methods. In this note we present and improve an easily computable, purely combinatorial lower bound for the weighted bipartitioning problem. The bound is computable in O(n log n + m) time steps for weighted graphs with n vertices and m edges. In the branch-and-bound setting, the bound for each new subproblem can be updated in O(n + (m/n) log n) time steps amortized over a series of n branching steps; a rarely triggered tightening of the bound requires search on the graph of unassigned vertices and can take from O(n + m) to O(nm + n 2 log n) steps depending on implementation and possible bound quality. Representing a subproblem uses O(n) space. Although the bound is weak, we believe that it can be advantageous in a parallel setting to be able to generate many subproblems fast, possibly out-weighting the advantages of tighter, but much more expensive (algebraic, spectral, flow) lower bounds.
Introduction
There has recently been much progress on the exact solution of graph partitioning problems, see for instance the survey [3] , as well as on heuristics for graphs with special structure like for instance road networks. In particular, Delling et al. [9, 10, 11] investigate new combinatorial lower bounds (based on approximations of maximum flow-minimum cut bounds) for the unweighted problem, and perform computational studies within a parallel branch-and-bound framework [2] . Armbruster et al. study linear and semidefinite programming approaches [1] , and present a sequential computational study. Improved flow-based bounds were given in [21] , also with a computational study.
This note investigates another, simple, combinatorial lower-bound approach which applies to both the weighted and unweighted graph (bi)partitioning problems. The basic lower bound was originally proposed in the early 90ties [6, 7] with some later improvements [5] . We present proofs and further improvements, and implementations within the parallel task-scheduling framework Pheet 1 which has been extensively described in [26] . The motivation for this bound is the belief that weaker, but more easily computable bounds may be preferable for parallel branch-andbound over stronger but hard-to-compute bounds in order to keep a large number of processing units (threads, processes, cores, processors, . . . ) busy throughout the solution of the given partitioning problems. This was observed in [7] ; and [2, 10] give similar motivations for their bounds.
The graph partitioning problem
Given a weighted, undirected graph G = (V, E) with vertices (or nodes, used synonymously) V and edges E with arbitrary (real or integer) edge weights w(u, v), (u, v) ∈ E, the graph bipartitioning problem is to find a partition (cut) of V into two subsets V 0 and V 1 of given sizes |V 0 | = s 0 and |V 1 | = s 1 with s 0 + s 1 = n and s 0 > 0, s 1 > 0 having minimum cut weight w(V 0 , V 1 ) over all such partitions. The weight of a cut is defined by extension of the weight function as
for any two disjoint subsets V 0 ⊂ V and V 1 ⊂ V . The graph partitioning problem is NP-hard, see e.g. [13, 14] . The natural (and relevant) generalization of the problem to partitioning V into k, k > 2 subsets V i with predefined sizes |V i | = s i (or with predefined total vertex costs) is not discussed here, but many of the observations carry over to the k-partitioning problem also.
Lower and upper bounds
We solve the graph partitioning problem using branch-and-bound, a standard, search based method [19] which is presumably well-suited to parallel implementation, see, e.g. [8, 15, 23] . The essential components of a branch-and-bound algorithm are the notions of subproblem, completion, lower bound, and branching rule. The lower bound provides for any subproblem a bound on the cut value of any completion of the subproblem. As soon as the lower bound for a subproblem is larger than or equal to some current, best feasible solution (or upper bound ) the subproblem can be discarded from further consideration since it can never lead to a better solution.
Any partition of the vertex set V into a pair of subsets (V 0 , V 1 ) that fulfills |V i | = s i , i = 0, 1 is a feasible solution to the graph partitioning problem. A subproblem is a pair (U 0 , U 1 ) of disjoint subsets of V with with |U i | ≤ s i , i = 0, 1 representing a partial assignment of vertices to either of the two subsets. A completion of a subproblem (U 0 , U 1 ) is a feasible solution (V 0 , V 1 ) with U i ⊆ V i , i = 0, 1. Vertices of G in either of U i are said to be fixed, otherwise free. The set of free nodes is thus F = V \ (U 0 ∪ U 1 ). The branching rule selects a free node v ∈ F and creates two new subproblems by extending either of the sets U i with v, such that (U 0 ∪ {v}, U 1 ) and (U 0 , U 1 ∪ {v}) will be the two new subproblems to be considered. The branch-and-bound process starts from an empty subproblem (∅, ∅), respectively, if n is even, from a subproblem ({u}, ∅) for some node u in order to avoid generating symmetric solutions.
Let n = |V | and m = |E|. We assume that G has no self-loops (u, u); such edges never contribute to a cut anyway. We also assume that edges (u, v) ∈ E have non-negative costs. For the implementation, we let V = {0, . . . , n − 1}. We represent a subproblem (U 0 , U 1 ) by two bitmaps B i of n bits; bit u of B i is set iff u ∈ U i , i = 0, 1. Furthermore, we also maintain a bitmap for the free vertices, and in addition an array of free vertices with f = |F | = n−|U 0 |−|U 1 | being the number of free vertices. The weighted input graph G is represented by an array of adjacency arrays. Note that each edge (u, v) ∈ E is present in the adjacency arrays of both node u and of node v. We also need for each edge (u, v) in the ith position of the adjacency array of u the position j of u in the adjacency array of v. Finally, we store the adjacency arrays in sorted, non-decreasing weight order.
The lower bounds are based on the following simple observation. Let (V 0 , V 1 ) be a completion of a subproblem (U 0 , U 1 ). It holds that w(V 0 , V 1 ) = w(U 0 , U 1 ) + w(V 0 \ U 0 , U 1 ) + w(U 0 , V 1 \ U 1 ) + w(V 0 \ U 0 , V 1 \ U 1 )
A lower bound for a subproblem (U 0 , U 1 ) is therefore given by the cut between already assigned vertices in U 0 and U 1 , w(U 0 , U 1 ), plus a lower bound on the term w(V 0 \ U 0 , U 1 ) + w(U 0 , V 1 \ U 1 ), and finally a lower bound on the term w(V 0 \ U 0 , V 1 \ U 1 ). The latter two contributions can be treated independently.
The lower bound: basic bound and rebalancing
Let v ∈ F be a free node in the subproblem (U 0 , U 1 ). Any completion (V 0 , V 1 ) will have a contribution to the cut value from v of at least min(w(v, U 0 ), w(v, U 1 )), no matter whether v is eventually in V 0 or V 1 . Namely, if v is in V 0 all edges from v to nodes in U 1 will contribute to the cut, and similarly if v is in V 1 . Thus, a trivial lower bound for the term w( The bound B(U 0 , U 1 ) does not take the cardinality constraints on completions of (U 0 , U 1 ) into account. If, for instance, w(v, U 1 ) < w(v, U 0 ) for a large number of nodes, then B(U 0 , U 1 ) may count too many vertices as having been assigned to subset V 0 , and a stronger bound could be obtained by counting some of these vertices as assigned to
as the potential free weight increase of node v. If δ(v) > 0 vertex v would tend to be assigned to subset V 1 , and there is a penalty of δ(v) of assigning v to V 0 instead; if δ(v) < 0 the lower bound B(U 0 , U 1 ) would count v as assigned to V 0 , and there would be a penalty of −δ(v) of instead assigning v to V 1 . Penalties are the amounts of which the lower bound might be increased when the cardinality of the sets V 0 \ U 0 and V 1 \ U 1 are taken into account. Let δ i , 0 ≤ i < f be the potential free weight increases in sorted order, δ i ≤ δ i+1 for 0 ≤ i < f − 1. Then the lower bound can be strengthened by a rebalancing contribution
where f i = s i − |U i |, i = 0, 1. This basic rebalancing bound was first presented in [6, 7] . Computing the rebalancing contribution seems to require sorting of the δ(v), v ∈ F values and can be done easily in O(f log f ) steps. Our implementation computes the rebalancing bound in this fashion. Maintaining the δ(v) values in a priority queue does not improve complexity, since up to f values have to be considered in order, and each extract min operation takes logarithmic time. However, if the δ(v) values are maintained in sorted order, recomputation and sorting is necessary only for deg(v) nodes when branching on vertex v. The full array of f values can be reestablished by merging. The complexity of the rebalancing steps is hereby reduced to O(f + deg(v) log deg(v))) which is O(n 2 + m log n) for the whole a series of at most n branching steps.
Proposition 1 For any given subproblem (U 0 , U 1 ) it holds that
Each assigned vertex will contribute a weight of either w(v, U 1 ) or w(U 0 , v). The crucial part is the rebalancing step.
Let (V 0 , V 1 ) be a completion that minimizes
for such a completion. Assume first that either f 0 = 0 or f 1 = 0. If f 0 = 0, all free vertices are assigned to V 1 , and for each v it holds that w(v,
Therefore, in either case
which, by a similar case analysis, can be written as min(w(v, U 0 ), w(v, U 1 )) + max(0, −δ(v)). We can now remove u and v from the set of free edges. The resulting completion (V 0 \ {u},
where f i = f i − 1 is the size of the subsets with u and v removed. Adding in the contribution from u and v establishes the lower bound claim. 2
To represent a subproblem, our implementation uses O(n) for the bitmaps of fixed and free nodes, the array of free nodes, and the D i values for the free vertices.
The lower bound: high-degree unassigned vertices
The lower bound counts edges between fixed and free vertices in the subproblem (U 0 , U 1 ) but is oblivious to contributions from edges between free nodes. However, some of these edges inevitably contribute to a lower bound on completions of (U 0 , U 1 ). Let wlog U 0 be the subset with the largest number of nodes still to be assigned, that is assume that f 0 ≥ f 1 . Consider the graph G = (F, E ) induced by the set of free nodes F , and let v ∈ F . If the degree of v in G is larger than f 0 − 1 then there will be at least deg (v) − f 0 + 1 edges out of v in any cut of F into subsets of size f 0 and f 1 . Here, deg (v) denotes the degree of v in G . The smallest weight such edges are a lower bound for the contribution of v.
w j (v), where w j is the jth smallest weight of an edge in G adjacent to v. Summing these contributions over all free nodes and dividing by two since both vertices of a cut edge may have a lower bound contribution gives
For integer edge weights, v∈F T 0 (v)/2 is still a lower bound, as will follow from the argument below. These observations were first made in [5] . Also here rebalancing can be applied. If there are more than f 0 free nodes of high degree, the lower bound counts too many nodes as becoming assigned to V 0 . Let δ (v) = T 1 (v) − T 0 (v) be the penalty of assigning v to the larger subset of size f 0 ; if δ (v) > 0 there is a gain of assigning v instead to the subset of size f 1 (note that for all v, δ (v) ≥ 0). Again, let δ i be the penalties in sorted order. Then the rebalancing contribution is
Note that rebalancing gives a contribution only if the number of high-degree vertices is larger than f 0 .
Proposition 2 For any given subproblem (U 0 , U 1 ) it holds that
for any completion (V 0 , V 1 ).
Proof: We prove that T (U 0 , U 1 ) is a lower bound for the partitioning problem on the graph G induced by F . Let (u, v) be an edge in some cut (W 0 , W 1 ) of F fulfilling the constraints |W i | = f i , i = 0, 1. The proof is by induction on the number of cut edges (u, v) where either u or v is adjacent to a high-degree vertex with degree larger than f 0 − 1. Pick one such cut edge. Let u be a high degree vertex, and assume that (u, v) is the ith smallest edge adjacent to u in the cut. Note that there must be at least deg (u) − f 0 + 1 edges adjacent to u in any cut since u is a highdegree vertex and G has no self-loops. If i < deg(u) − f 0 , the lower bound has a contribution from the ith smallest edge (u, v ) of weight w(u, v ) with w(u, v ) ≤ w(u, v) (note that v may be 
If v is not a high-degree vertex, there is no contribution from v, but it still holds that w(u, v )/2 ≤ w(u, v). The cut edge (u, v) can therefore be removed from the cut, and the edges (u, v ) and (v, u ) (if present) from G , and the claim now follows by induction. Proof that rebalancing still yields a lower bound can be done by induction, similarly to the proof of Proposition 1. 2 Figure 1 illustrates the base case of the proof. This also shows why it is not possible to improve the bound by low-degree considerations for the edges chosen for the lower bound. For instance, it is not true that since v is not a high-degree vertex, the contribution from edge (u, v ) can be counted twice. This is only possible if all vertices adjacent to u are low degree. If we can keep an estimate of the maximum degree of any adjacent vertex to v for all free vertices v ∈ F it is easy to determine whether the lower bound contribution from high-degree vertex v can be multiplied by two, namely if this maximum degree is smaller than f 1 . The estimate can be the static maximum degrees in G, and can be updated when a connected component contribution is computed (see next section).
For each new subproblem, we can update the T contribution in O(deg(v)) time steps, amortized over all vertices such that the total time spent is O(n + m) steps. To do this we maintain for each free vertex of (U 0 , U 1 ), a) its free degree, b) an index of edges scanned so far, c) a count of seen (free) edges, and finally d) the total weight of the seen edges. In total, four counts are maintained per free vertex and for each subset V 0 \ U 0 and V 1 \ U 1 , making this relatively expensive in terms of space needed per subproblem.
The free degree deg (v) of vertex v in (U 0 , U 1 ) is the number of adjacent edges to free vertices (and is the degree of v in the induced subgraph). Initially, the free degree of vertex v is just its degree; the free degree is decreased each time a neighbor of v is assigned to a subset. The count of seen edges shall be maintained as max(deg (v) − f i + 1, 0) ≥ 0 for each free node v, and we maintain also the sum of the weights of these free edges. Note that the number of seen edges for some free node v (and their weight) may have to be updated both as a result of an edge (v, u) out of v becoming assigned, or by some other node becoming assigned to subset V i . The three remaining invariant properties of the counts are now maintained as follows. When a branching vertex u is assigned to a subset, either of f i is decreased by one; thus, for each free vertex one more vertex must be counted as seen, and this is accomplished by scanning edges of the vertex until an edge whose endpoint is not fixed is met. The weight of this edge is added to the total weight of seen edges. This is eventually the lower bound contribution of the vertex. For vertices whose free degree deg (v) decrease (that is, free vertices adjacent to the branching vertex u) there are two cases. If edge (v, u) has already been seen, that is if edge (v, u) is indexed before the currently scanned edge of v, then the weight of the edge can simply be subtracted from the total weight of seen edges of v. Since we know the position i of vertex u in the adjacency list of v, we have to subtract if i is smaller than the number of scanned edges of v. If on the other hand the edge (v, u) has not yet been seen (and scanned), the last (highest weighted) seen edge must be made unseen (and its weight subtracted from the total weight of seen edges), which is done by scanning back from the currently scanned edge until a free edge is found. In total one forwards and at most one backwards scan is made per adjacency array.
For unweighted graphs, the lower bound can be computed easily. The contribution from a (high-degree) vertex is simply max(0, deg (v) − f 0 + 1). Currently, we have only implemented the general case, which is more costly (by some constant factor) than the special, unweighted case.
Since this strengthening only contributes a nontrivial lower bound increase in the presence of high-degree vertices (relative to the subproblem (U 0 , U 1 )), we only compute the contribution if the maximum degree deg (v) of any free vertex v is larger than f 1 . We can maintain an approximation of this maximum degree, namely the maximum degree from the parent subproblem, and use this to trigger the lower bound computation.
Considering just the total number of free edges gives a trivial, even weaker lower bound for the term w(V 0 \ U 0 , V 1 \ U 1 ). Assume there are more than f 0 (f 0 − 1)/2 + f 1 (f 1 − 1)/2 edges in the subgraph of G induced by the free nodes F (f 0 and and f 1 being the number of free nodes to be assigned to the subsets U 0 and U 1 , respectively). The sum of the weights of the least weight such edges is a lower bound, since at least that number of edges must be in the cut of any partition of F into subsets of sizes f 0 and f 1 . If the induced subgraph has such a large number edges, at least one will be of high degree larger than f 0 − 1 and f 1 − 1, and thus the high-degree bound described above will be at least as strong, since it counts at least as many edges of at least the same weight.
The lower bound: a large unassigned component
Assume there are no high-degree vertices in the sense discussed above. We make the observation that if there is a k-connected component in the graph induced by F of size greater than f 0 , then at least k edges will cross in any partition of the F vertices into subsets of size f 0 and f 1 where here f 0 ≥ f 1 . The sum of the weights of the k lightest edges in such a k-connected component will thus be a lower bound. More generally, the (unconstrained) minimum cut of the singly connected component of size greater than f 0 will be a lower bound on the size constrained cut. Let C(U 0 , U 1 ) be either the weight of the k smallest edges in a k-connected component of size greater than f 0 in the subgraph induced by F , or the value of a minimum cut in such a singly connected component.
Proposition 3 For any given subproblem
Proof: If there is a k-connected component larger than f 0 then there will be some nodes of this component in either subset of any partition of F into subsets of sizes f 0 and f 1 (assuming f 0 ≥ f 1 ). At least k edges of the large k-connected component must cross between V 0 \ U 0 and V 1 \ U 1 . The sum of the weights of the lightest such k edges are therefore a lower bound on the value of any cut. Likewise is any size-unconstrained minimum cut in the subgraph induced by the large component a lower bound. 2
On the other hand, if there is a high-degree vertex in the sense explained in the last section, then there is a connected component of size at least f 0 + 1. Since the high-degree bound counts the weights of particular edges (out of the high-degree vertices), this bound is at least as strong as the connected components bound.
Here we settle for only a contribution of one lightest edge of a large, connected component. The component is computed by a simple breadth-first search traversal in O(f + m) time steps, which can be expensive compared to the other lower bound contributions. The computation is therefore triggered by maintaining an approximate size of the largest component. Again, this approximation is just the size of the largest component from the parent subproblem, and is updated when a connected components computation is performed. During the graph traversal we also update the maximum adjacent degree for each free vertex. When a branching vertex is assigned, only the component to which this vertex belongs can be affected. It would therefore be possible to redo the connected component computation for these affected vertices, and this could perhaps be of advantage for the implementation, although not in the worst case; here, suitable dynamic connected components algorithms would have to be used. This optimization is not implemented currently, since it would require extra arrays for maintaining component numbers and sizes and storing the smallest edge weight for the components. Using DFS [24] for the graph traversal, it would be possible to compute the 2-connected components also in linear time.
Even if there is no large, k-connected component in the induced subgraph, there may still be a lower bound contribution. For instance, if the smallest k-connected component is larger than f 1 , the smaller of the vertex sets, then some connected component will cross between U 0 \ V 0 and U 1 \ V 1 ; thus, the sum of the weights of the k least cost edges over all k-connected components will be a lower bound on the cut value; as above the least (unconstrained) minimum cut would also be a lower bound. More generally, if it is not possible to pack a subset of the connected components into a subset of size f 1 , then at least one of the components must have vertices on both sides of any cut. Again, the smallest weight edge in the induced subgraph will be a lower bound on the minimum cut value, and so will the minimum of all size-unconstrained minimum cuts. Determining this contribution implies determining that a corresponding subset sum problem does not have a solution. The subset sum problem is in itself NP-hard [13] , but might be small and special enough that it could make sense to attempt a solution [20] . We have not pursued this idea further in our current implementation.
A possibly stronger bound is achieved by actually computing a minimum cut value in the graph induced by the large, singly connected component. An easily implementable algorithm [22] runs in O(mn+n 2 log n) time steps; a better, randomized algorithm [16] in O(m log 3 n) steps. We have also not yet experimented with this strengthening of the lower bound.
Maintaining an upper bound
The balancing step for the lower bound of the w(V 0 \ U 0 , V 1 ) + w(U 0 , V 1 \ U 1 ) term determines an explicit assignment of the free vertices to the two subsets, that is a specific completion. We can use this completion as an upper bound on the best possible solution for the subproblem (U 0 , U 1 ). Computing the cut value of this partition would take O(n + m) time, and might be too expensive to do repeatedly. However, for the case where the a large connected component bound may apply, this computation could be done almost for free. Furthermore, when branching on a vertex and creating new subproblems, it is easy to determine which vertices will change in the forced completions of the new subproblems. If only few vertices change, the cut value of the completion can be updated more cheaply similarly to what is done for instance in the Lin-Kernighan heuristic [12, 18, 25] .
This computed upper bound is a solution candidate. Also, when upper and lower bounds meet, the lower bound is tight for the subproblem (U 0 , U 1 ), and no further branching is needed. Note, that this means that there are no edges in the cut (V 0 \ U 0 , V 1 \ U 1 ) for the particular completion (V 0 , V 1 ) induced by the rebalancing lower bound. We have not implemented this potential improvement so far.
Completion and branching rules
A subproblem is essentially solved if either |U 0 | = s 0 or |U 1 | = s 1 : all free vertices can be assigned to the other subset. Furthermore, if only one vertex is missing from, e.g., U 0 , then the vertex which has the smallest D 1 [v] value to the other subset plus the smallest sum of free edges (which will all cross the cut) can be assigned to V 0 , and the remaining free vertices to subset V 1 . No other assignment can lead to a smaller cut value of the completion (V 0 , V 1 ).
Another completion rule follows from the observation that the completion implied by the lower bound with rebalancing (Proposition 1) is an optimal solution if all free vertices have free degree zero. This can easily be checked, and the corresponding solution generated; this is also implemented, and led to a reduction of a few (tens of) subproblems to be explored; since this comes at virtually no cost (it requires only maintaining the number of degree zero free vertices), this check and completion is always done when rebalancing is enabled. More generally, if it can be inferred that in this completion, there are no edges between sets V 0 \ U 0 and V 1 \ U 1 , the completion is optimal.
Other observations allows to reduce the worst-case number of subproblems that needs to be generated. We state two such observations:
1. For unassigned vertices with no free edges, not all possible assignments need to be checked.
In particular, if there are n such vertices, only n + 1 of the possible 2 n assignments can lead to an completion value. The ith such subproblem for i = 0, . . . n would assign the i nodes with the smallest value of
, and the remaining n − i nodes to V 1 . Since these nodes have no free edges, the only contribution to the cut can come from the edges to the assigned vertices in U 0 or U 1 as counted in
Swapping a vertex thus assigned to V 0 would lead to a larger cut value.
2. If there is a free edge between two nodes u and v each with degree one, the contribution to the cut of a completion is determined by w(u, v) and the weight of the edges to the assigned vertices in U 0 and U 1 . Only one of the subproblems (U 0 ∪ {u}, U 1 ∪ {v}) or (U 0 ∪ {v}, U 1 ∪ {u}) can lead to an optimal completion, namely the one with the smallest
value. Therefore, only 3 instead of 4 possible subproblems must be generated.
3. In general, for a k-clique only k + 1 instead of 2 k subproblems needs to be generated.
These (and other, similar) observations can be used as n-way branching rules, instead of the binary branching rule that just generates two subproblems by assigning the chosen branching vertex to either U 0 or U 1 .
In our experiments, none of the first two rules above gave an advantage, and were often detrimental in that too many subproblems were generated too early. Thus, the benefit, if any, is not clear at the moment, and such branching rules have not been considered further here.
Solving the weighted graph bipartitioning problem
We use the task-parallel Pheet C++ framework as a general framework to implement branchand-bound algorithms. This is described extensively in [26] , and briefly in [30, 29] . The basic idea is to represent subproblems as tasks that can be executed in parallel when enough have been created, and let the framework take care of the selection of tasks in a priority-respecting order. To this end, Pheet supports scheduling strategies where tasks can be spawned with an associated priority. A Pheet branch-and-bound task is shown in Figure 2 . When a task is processed, it is first checked that the task's lower bound is still smaller than the currently best, feasible solution (a better solution could have been found between the time the task was spawned and the time it is being processed). The computed branching vertex is used to split the subproblem into two (or more, but this is not shown here) new subproblems. For either, it is checked whether it can already be completed, and in that case whether it has lead to a new, better, global solution. If not, a new task is spawned with some computed priority. The Pheet framework will ensure that the subproblem is eventually processed by some available processing unit, preferably in good (but possibly relaxed) priority order.
Initial subproblems and upper bound
Branch-and-bound algorithms can benefit immensely from having a good initial feasible solution or upper bound. In our current implementation we use a simple, greedy strategy (corresponding to one iteration of the minimum cut algorithm in [22] ) to produce an initial solution. Using a standard heuristic package like METIS [17] or SCOTCH [4] would be a natural possibility to get a strong, initial upper bound. Easily computable solutions as provided by variations of the Lin-Kernighan heuristic are another possibility [18, 25] .
Choosing good subproblems in parallel
Branch-and-bound normally consider subproblems in some prioritized order, with problems that are likely to lead to an improved solution or to being cut off being preferred to other problems. The subproblem priority order can have a large influence on the concrete performance of the branch-and-bound procedure, even if there is no worst-case difference. Here, we prioritize in by the difference lower bound and an estimated upper bound, such that subproblems that are close to their upper bound will be processed early. Other possibilities might be worthwhile to explore.
The Pheet framework supports the possibility of prioritizing tasks and processes tasks in (relaxed) priority order. Pheet relies on various, relaxed, concurrent priority queues for this, which can provide certain semantic and performance guarantees. We refer to [26] for definitions of such semantics as well as algorithmic and implementation details.
Branching rules
For the choice of branching vertex for each subproblem there a likewise many possibilities, and the choice of branching rule can likewise have a large effect on practical performance. In our current implementation we branch on the vertex that will lead to the estimated largest increase in the lower bound when assigned to either of the subsets. Figure 2 : A Pheet branch-and-bound task with binary branching.
Benchmark results
We now present a selection of benchmark results for solving graph bipartitioning problems using the Pheet framework with the various lower bound contributions developed in the previous sections.
The experiments reported here are for simple, Erdös-Rényi random graphs as in [26] . The graphs have n nodes, and edges are chosen with a given, uniform probability. The bounds and the framework should be tested with standard test instances, for instance those used in [9, 10, 11] . The graphs are either weighted, in which case edge weights are chosen uniformly at random with w ∈ [1, 1000]; or unweighted, which we achieve by choosing weights w ∈ [1, 1]. We give results for sparser graphs with edge probability 0.1 (which is, asymptotically, of course rather dense), medium dense graphs with edge probability 0.5, and dense graphs with edge probability 0.75, and finally complete graphs with edge probability 1.
Lower bound contributions
We first investigate the difference between the different lower bound contributions described in Section 3.1, Section 3.2 and Section 3.3. To do this, we solve the benchmark problems sequentially, using a depth-first (non-prioritized) order on the generated subproblems. We record the time to solution and relate that to the number of subproblems that were explored. Starting from the trivial lower bound we track the reduction in number of subproblems and hopefully proportional reduction in running time by gradually strengthening the lower bound by adding the rebalancing contribution (Proposition 1), the high-degree vertex contribution (Proposition 2), and the connected components contribution (Proposition 3).
We give results from 5 differently generated random graphs (in Pheet with seeds 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) from each of the four categories. In addition to the total time to solution and the number of explored subproblems, we also give the number of times a new solution was found, and the time at which the optimal (last) solution was found. For the cases where the optimal solution is found late, a better, initial solution could be of help. To check this, we also ran the experiments using the optimal solution as initial solution; this gives an objective count of how many problems must be explored to prove optimality, and is thus indicative of the strength (or weakness) of the lower bound (for the given branching rule; a different branching rule could change this; the experiment is not sensitive to the choice of subproblem priority); we only did this experiment for the strongest version of the lower bound, and here we did not measure the actual running time; we just list the, in most cases, smaller number of explored subproblems.
The sequential experiments were carried out on an Intel-based desktop computer with a 4-core 3.4GHz Intel i7-2600 processor. We used gcc 4.7.2 under Debian 4.7.2-5 Linux. All running times in seconds, and the times recorded here for a single run only; on an unloaded desktop the running times appear rather stable. The running times are only indicative; whereas the various subproblem counts are deterministic and exactly reproducible.
Sparse graphs
The results for sparse graphs are given in Table 1, Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4 . We first notice (and this observation holds also for the other graph categories) that the rebalancing lower bound contribution leads to a huge reduction in number of subproblems; for the sparse graphs often more than a factor of 20, and both for weighted and unweighted problems. A similar reduction in running times follows. The high-degree bound has, as would be expected, no effect here, the number of subproblems is for all graphs the same. Fortunately, running times seem to increase only slightly, which could mean that the larger memory space needed Table 4 : Sparse random graphs with edge probability 0.1, w ∈ [1, 1000] and w ∈ [1, 1]. Lower bound with rebalancing, high-degree and large connected component contributions.
to represent the subproblems for this bound contribution is not in itself too costly. Adding the large connected components contribution reduces the number of subproblems that have to be considered by a significant factor less than 2, especially for the unweighted graphs (as could be hoped for). Unfortunately, the extra cost for repeatedly computing connected components outweigh the reduction in number of subproblems, resulting in an increase in time to solution by a small factor less than 2. As can be seen in Table 4 , the optimal solution is often found late, about half-way through, and knowing the optimal solution as expected leads to a significant reduction in numbers of subproblems that must be explored; the reduction is less than a factor of 2, though.
Medium dense graphs
The results for medium dense graphs are listed in Table 5 , Table 6 , Table 7 and Table 8 . Again, the benefits from the rebalancing contribution are enormous, both for weighted and unweighted case, and obviously pay off proportionally in running time (factors of 15 and more).
Here, the high-degree contribution is triggered and leads to a small reduction in numbers of subproblems, but the computation is expensive and has a negative effect on the time to solution which can almost double. The same holds for the large connected components contribution, which although the number of subproblems can be reduced slightly, increases the running times by a small factor less than 2. In most cases the optimal solution is found relatively late, and there would therefore be a benefit (in number of subproblems to explore) of having a better initial solution; the effect is less than a factor of 2, though.
Dense graphs
The results for the five dense graphs are shown in in Table 9, Table 10 , Table 11 and Table 12 .
As for the other graphs, the rebalancing contribution has the largest effect, and is huge. The high-degree bound now gives a significant reduction in number of subproblems, especially for the unweighted problems where the reduction is large enough to lead to a worthwhile reduction in running time. The large connected component contribution is rarely triggered here, leads only to a very small change in number of subproblems, and overall hardly affects the running time. The reduction in number of subproblems when the optimal solution is known initially is not as large as for the previous cases.
Complete graphs
Results for the complete graphs can be found in Table 13, Table 14, Table 15 and Table 16 . Here, the rebalancing contribution is much smaller, and only for weighted graphs; but as can be expected the high-degree contribution can instead be significant. Indeed, for the unweighted graphs, this leads to a bound which immediately proves that the initial, heuristic solution is optimal, and a reduction in number of subproblems from 20058299 to 0. The large connected components contribution is of course not triggered.
Parallel computing aspects
To illustrate that the Pheet framework can efficiently distribute the branch-and-bound search over a (large) number of cores, we include results for the parallel solution of some of the graph problems from the previous sections using now a prioritized search with some of the priority data structures implemented in Pheet. For details, see again [26] , and also [28, 27] . The Pheet framework with the branch-and-bound code and the lower bounds developed in this report can be downloaded from www.pheet.org. The parallel graph partitioning experiments were performed on an 80-core Intel system with 1TB of memory consisting of eight 10-core Xeon E7-8850 processors. Experiments were run under Debian Linux and the framework compiled with gcc 4.9.1.
The plots in Table 3 to Table 5 illustrate the speed-ups that can be achieved with increasing number of cores. The reported running times in seconds are the averages of 30 repeated runs with one graph type.
Scheduling strategies make it possible to prioritize tasks representing graph partitioning subproblems, and select the most promising task for processing. Most promising can mean either the globally best task, the locally best task, or the task that is globally best according to a relaxed correctness criterion [26] . In the experiments a basic work-stealing scheduler (legend "BasicScheduler" and "NoPriority") not supporting priorities was compared against schedulers supporting strategies and priority queues with relaxed semantics (legend "BStrategyScheduler" and "RelaxedPriority"). The rebalancing lower bound (legend "Rebalancing") is compared against the full bound with rebalancing, high-degree and connected-components contributions (legend "Fullbound").
As can be seen in the three concrete cases, running times decreases with increasing number of cores, up till at least half the machine (40 cores). Prioritizing tasks provide significant reductions in running time. It is also interesting that the full bound, which in the sequential setting was often more expensive than the rebalancing bound becomes cheaper than the rebalancing bound as the number of cores increase (after four cores). 
Concluding remarks
The purpose of this note was to resurrect and improve an old, combinatorial lower bound for the weighted graph partitioning problem, and to use this lower bound together with a modern, parallel task-scheduling framework for solving weighted graph bipartitioning problems as fast as possible. The results presented here a preliminary, and a number of possible improvements were discussed. The challenge to see whether the bound and the framework is competitive with current state-of-the art (combinatorial) approaches for the exact solution of graph partitioning problems (for certain types of graphs) remains.
